Never before has the heliosphere and the Sun been so carefully monitored by so many spacecraft; in particular, the STEREO spacecraft have allowed simultaneous observations to be made routinely from multiple solar longitudes. The instrumentation on these spacecraft are continually observing solar activity and measuring the characteristics of solar energetic particle (SEP) events, providing a wealth of information on the acceleration and transport of SEPs. In February, 2011 the STEREO spacecraft reached a separation of 180° and since then the entire solar surface has been visible. This unprecedented view has allowed observations of active regions and solar activity to continue after a region has rotated over the limb (as view from Earth) and more importantly, of regions emerging on the solar hemisphere not visible to Earth. The multiple viewpoints afforded by spectrometers and coronagraphs on the STEREO and near-Earth spacecraft has yielded more accurate information regarding the speed, direction, and evolution of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) which drive the interplanetary shocks that generate large SEP events. As is often the case when new capabilities are achieved or new regimes are explored, even while some questions are answered, more emerge. Among the surprises from multi-spacecraft SEP observations is the exceptionally fast longitudinal transport of particles. This paper reviews these multi-spacecraft capabilities, highlights some of the recent observations and surprises, and discusses the impact on the current understanding of energetic particle acceleration and transport. 
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1.
Introduction The protection of space-based assets as well as various communication systems on Earth, the electrical power grid, and managing radiation exposure of commercial airline crews all require accurate space weather forecasting and now-casting. Characterizing and understanding the different aspects of space weather is a critical step towards that developing that ability. Until recently, connecting the source of space weather (e.g., remotely observed activity on abd near the Sun) with the resulting hazards (e.g., energetic particle, interplanetary shock, and geomagnetic storm characteristics measured in-situ) has been hampered by the limited observations well away from the Earth, e.g., at different solar longitudes and/or at distances closer to the Sun. Although the world has numerous scientific spacecraft currently operating, the vast majority of these are making measurements in the Earth's magnetosphere or at the L1 Lagrangian point along the Sun-Earth line.
The difficulties in linking the origins of solar energetic particle (SEP) events with the particle characteristics using data from only near-Earth observations is illustrated in Figure 1 . With a single observation point, the longitudinal dependence of any SEP event characteristic, e.g., the Fe/O abundance ratio, can only be studied in a statistical sense by examining the position of the solar source regions relative to the Sun-Earth line (defined as 0° solar longitude) for a large number of events. Figure 1 shows 86 SEP events, each plotted at the solar longitude of the source and the measured Fe/O abundance ratio (normalized to 0.134, the average SEP value obtained in a previous study [2] ). Determining whether a longitude dependence exists, is difficult from such a plot (and opinions differ, c.f. [3] and [4] ) as each event is subject to different solar and interplanetary conditions affecting the acceleration and the transport of the particles and ultimately the measured Fe/O ratio. To accurately determine the longitude dependence measurements at distinctly different longitudes need to be made simultaneously within individual events. Exactly this capability was obtained with the launch of the twin Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) spacecraft in October 2006. It is now possible to routinely make simultaneous in-situ measurements of the interplanetary plasma and the energetic particle population, as well as view the Sun remotely in different wavelengths and with coronagraphs, at multiple solar longitudes. The mission consists of two identical spacecraft orbiting the Sun at ~1 AU, one (STEREO-A) slightly faster than the Earth and the other (STEREO-B) slightly slower. The difference in orbital periods results in the separation between each spacecraft and the Sun-Earth line increasing at a rate of ~22.5°/year (Figure 2 ) [6] . The addition of the STEREO spacecraft to the scientific fleet has resulted in new capabilities for studying SEP events and the related solar activity. This paper highlights these and reviews the associated scientific results. As is often the case when exploring a new regime, in answering existing questions, new ones arise; these will also be discussed.
2.
Multi-spacecraft capabilities The SEP instrumentation on the STEREO spacecraft [7] has similar energy and species coverage to the sensors on the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft [8] . This allows quantitative comparisons to be made between the observations obtained by each spacecraft. For SEP events detected at STEREO and ACE, the longitudinal dependence of the SEP characteristics can be directly determined. Additionally, this dependence can be compared between events to extract more information regarding the variability of the factors affecting particle transport through the interplanetary medium.
Not surprisingly, studies of the solar activity related to SEP events also benefit significantly from multi-point observations. By measuring the position of a coronal mass ejection (CME) as it moves through the field of view of a coronagraph as a function of time, the velocity of the CME can be calculated. However, from a single viewpoint, only the velocity component in the plane of the observed sky is determined. For CMEs traveling orthogonally relative to the viewer, the plane-of-sky speed is close to the total speed; however, for events moving directly towards the observer (called 'halo CMEs') the measured speed can be significantly lower than the true speed; additionally it is ambiguous as to whether the CME is heading towards or away from the observer. By combining the observations of the same CME from different vantage points a more accurate calculation of the speed can be made. Figure 3 shows the views from both STEREOs and the Solar Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) at L1 of a CME seen as a halo from Earth. The observations from the STEREO coronagraphs reveal that the CME was traveling away from Earth. Sophisticated modeling techniques have incorporated data such as these to create 3D representations of the CME and its evolution, providing more detailed information on its position, size, and development than can be gleaned from the data obtained at a single location (e.g., [9] ).
Once the separation between each STEREO spacecraft and the Earth reached 90°, in February 2011, the entire surface of the Sun was visible. This allowed the solar source of any SEP event to be readily identified. Prior to this, only sources on the Earth-facing side of the Sun could be examined in detail. While some 'over-the-limb' sources were identified in past SEP studies, using data of flaring active regions from several days before the SEP event and Figure 3 : Images of a CME from (left) STEREO-B, (center) SOHO (with SDO inset), and (right) STEREO-A. The direction of the CME seen by both STEREOs make it clear that although this was a halo CME seen from Earth it was heading away from Earth. estimating where the active region would be (after rotating out of view) when the SEP event occurred, the characteristics of the flares and regions were not known. Further, regions which emerged on the solar hemisphere not visible from Earth could result in SEP events without an identified source, or in some cases, an incorrectly selected source on the Earth side of the Sun.
3 He-rich SEP Events
Unfortunately STEREO was launched into the quietest solar minimum in decades. Figure  4 shows the launch date in the context of the cycle evolution of the sunspot number and the intensity of >10 MeV protons. Aside from the two large SEP events which occurred in December 2006, shortly after launch, the STEREO spacecraft did not observe any SEP events of significant size until 2011. However, there was an advantage to the extremely quiet solar conditions; the study of smaller, 3 He-rich SEP events was possible due to the lower SEP background and often the source region of these events was easily identified as it was the only flaring region on the Sun [10] . Historical studies of these events (see e.g., [2] ) indicated that an observer must be well connected magnetically to the source region to detect 3 He-rich events.
The associated interpretation is that these events primarily consist of particles accelerated in the flaring region and injected onto a narrow longitudinal region of open field lines ( Figure 5 ). Thus it was quite a surprise when a 3 He-rich SEP event in February 2010 was seen by ACE and both STEREO spacecraft, which were separated by 136° ( Figure 6 ; [10] ). The event was most clearly seen by STEREO-B which was magnetically well connected to the source, an active region located near disk center as viewed from Earth. The histogram shown in Figure 5 has a sigma of ~19° in longitude; taking this as typical for 3 He-rich events, ACE would not be expected to measure the 7 February 2010 event as it was ~70° to the west of STEREO-B. However, the event was clearly seen by ACE and even by STEREO-A which was another 65° further west. The quiet solar conditions allowed clear confirmation that all three spacecraft were measuring the same SEP event (no other active region on the Sun was flaring at the appropriate time).
As unusual as the 7 February 2010 event seemed, a survey of SEP data from sensors on STEREO and ACE revealed many events with spreads of >60° (as measured by 2 or more spacecraft) [12] . This raises the question as to whether all 3 He-rich events are longitudinally wide and previous studies simply did not have the sensitivity to determine the true spread. An effort to study this possibility was made by selecting 3 He-rich events of similar peak intensity to that of the 7 February 2010 event ( Figure 7 , left panel), yet observed by only one of the STEREO spacecraft and not by the other or by ACE [11] . Using the 3 He fluence observed by (Figure 7 , right panel). The results indicated that the 'single-spacecraft' events were significantly narrower in longitudinal spread than the multi-spacecraft events identified in previous studies [10] making it clear that only some 3 He-rich events are wide. Thus the cause of the wide spreads must be a process that, while not ubiquitous, is also not rare.
4.
Causes of wide 3He-rich SEP events Several possibilities for the generation of wide 3 He-rich SEP events have been put forth including: 1. Multiple solar sources 2. Field line spreading from the photosphere to the corona 3. Complex reconnection near the Sun 4. Field line meandering in the interplanetary medium 5. Field line co-rotation 6. Cross-field diffusion near the Sun and/or in the interplanetary medium Item 1 has been generally ruled out, aided by the quiet solar conditions in which the observations have been made and item 4 is believed to create only a ~5-10° spread (J. Giacalone, private communication 2014), not enough to explain the observations. Item 2 has been examined by Wiedenbeck et al. [10] by using 14 years of daily Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) maps of field line spreads between the photosphere and 2.5 R S . The authors determined the largest longitudinal spread at the heliographic equator at 2.5 R S resulting from a bundle of magnetic field lines originating from photospheric regions with radii between 0.5° and 10°. The resulting integral fraction of days for a given longitudinal spread is given in Figure 8 . It can be seen that a spread of >120°, such as was seen in the 7 February 2010 event, is extremely rare, thus item 2 is unlikely to be the explanation for wide 3 He-rich SEP events.
The heliospheric impact of complex magnetic topologies on the Sun (item 3) is being studied through sophisticated modeling and theoretical efforts (see e.g., [14] ). Recently it has been noted that these topologies may have significant implications for particle distribution through magnetic reconnection [15] . Figure 9 illustrates how emersion of a region of parasitic polarity, isolating a section of a polar coronal hole, can result in a magnetic separator which connects a single null point near the photosphere to a separatrix web (S-web) arc in the corona which can span large angles [13] . Simulations based on photospheric magnetograms obtained during the times of wide and narrow 3 He-rich events are being compared to determine if the characteristics and/or presence/absence of an S-web distinguishes between the two types of 3 Herich SEP events. So far the results are incomplete but encouraging (J. Linker, private communication 2015). It has been noticed that the onset times for the three spacecraft in the 7 February 2010 event spanned nearly a day ( Figure 6 ); during this time the Sun would have rotated a significant amount causing the interplanetary field lines to be convected westwards, carrying particles with them. The contribution of this corotation to the observed particle longitude spread was examined with simulations by Giacalone and Jokipii [16] . With reasonable assumed levels of perpendicular diffusion, the authors were able to match the longitudinal spread of the 3 He fluences. Depending on the chosen values of the parallel mean free path of ~1 MeV/nuc particles and the ratio of perpendicular to parallel diffusion coefficients, the theory yields onset delay times (relative to the solar flare time) that increase with increasing longitude separation from longitude of best magnetic connection to the source, i.e., ~60° (Figure 10, left panel) . To test the theory, Cohen et al. [17] examined the observed onset times as a function of longitude for 17 3 He-rich, multi-spacecraft events ( Figure 10 , right panel). While some events showed increased delays (relative to the flare time) with increasing longitude separation, some events showed minimal longitude dependence. Additionally, the majority of the onset delay times were < 12 hours, even for longitude separations more than >45° from best connection, while the theory predicts delays of ≥ 1 day for such separations, for all combinations of the mean free path and diffusion parameters studied. This suggests that item 5 can be eliminated as the primary cause of wide 3 He-rich SEP events.
The role of cross-field diffusion (item 6) in the transport of particles has recently been examined by Dresing et al. [18] . Although the study was of wide energetic electron events rather than 3 He-rich SEP events, the results are probably relevant for both. The advantage of examining electron events is that measurements of the particle anisotropy by multiple spacecraft are readily available and can be related to the amount of scattering the particles experience during transport. The authors found that the wide events could be generally classified into one of three categories based on their anisotropies and intensities observed as a function of longitude; these are illustrated in Figure 11 . In the simplest case, the longitudinal extent of the solar source region is taken to be small and the event is most intense and exhibits high anisotropies at the spacecraft best connected magnetically to that region. The other two categories required a more extended source near the Sun to explain high intensities and high anisotropies at locations less well connected to the flaring source region. This extended source was assumed to be a result of particle transport near the Sun, although the authors were not able to distinguish between different processes such as coronal transport and acceleration at an extended CME-related coronal shock. In the most complicated events, regions of high anisotropy were intermixed with regions of medium anisotropy reflecting interplanetary conditions that varied significantly in longitude. The study concluded that extended particle distributions in longitude are often a result of cross-field diffusion in the interplanetary medium as well as sometimes in conjunction with processes closer to the Sun, giving support for item 6. The surprising discovery of wide 3 He-rich SEP events was one of the first to result from multi-spacecraft SEP observations. While a number of possible explanations have been effectively eliminated, a definitive explanation has yet to emerge. The recent studies suggest that the relevant processes include perpendicular diffusion in the interplanetary medium and/or close to the Sun and perhaps complex magnetic structures and reconnection near the solar source region. However, much work remains before a full understanding will be achieved.
Large SEP Events
As the solar activity increased (from ~2011 onwards), it became harder to study the small 3 He-rich events and unambiguously identify their solar sources. Naturally, the focus of multispacecraft studies turned towards the increasingly more frequent and larger SEP events associated with fast and wide CMEs. Although the acceleration mechanism for these events (diffusive shock acceleration at the CME-driven shocks) is relatively well understood (e.g., [19, 20] ), multi-spacecraft observations still yielded surprising results.
By this time, the separation of the STEREO spacecraft was such that the entire solar surface was monitored and the solar source region for any large SEP event could be readily identified. Although it was known that occasionally large SEP events observed by spacecraft near Earth had sources beyond either the east or west limb as viewed from Earth, prior to multi- [18] .
spacecraft observations it was difficult to accurately determine the location of such over-thelimb sources and impossible if the region had emerged on the non-Earth side of the Sun. A study of SEP events with measureable >25 MeV proton intensities found that ~30% of the events had sources beyond the limb of the Sun as view by the observer [21] . Such a large percentage is a clear concern for space weather prediction if only near-Earth solar monitors are relied on.
Typically the spacecraft which were better magnetically connected to the source region saw the largest SEP intensities and the earliest event onsets [21] . However, a number of cases, revealed surprisingly fast transport of SEPs over 360°. Figure 12 shows the ~25-40 MeV proton intensities observed by both STEREOs and SOHO for the 3 November 2011 SEP event. Despite the STEREO spacecraft being ~100° separated from Earth and the source region being located 155° east of the Sun-Earth line, the particle onsets at all three spacecraft occurred within 25 minutes of each other [21, 22] . Such rapid onsets at locations well removed from the source region are in opposition to expectations [23] and again underscore how even sources invisible from Earth can be significant space weather concerns for near-Earth assets.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) maintains a list of SEP events that have affected the Earth since 1976 as measured by the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) (http://legacy-www.swpc.noaa.gov/ftpdir/indices/SPE.txt). An event is defined when the >10 MeV GOES proton fluxes exceed 10 particle flux units (pfu=particles/cm 2 -sec-sr) for three successive 5-minute measurements. NOAA further classifies the severity of the event by the proton peak flux: 10-100 pfu = Minor; 100-1000 pfu = Moderate; Although the source was located 155° east of the Sun-Earth line, the particle onsets at all three spacecraft occur within 25 minutes of each other indicating very efficient distribution of particles 360° around the Sun. From [22] .
Given that all of the Severe SEP events occurred in solar cycles 22 and 23, it is surprising that NOAA has recorded no Severe events and only four Strong ones for this cycle (number 24). Although Richardson et al. [21] identified ~185 SEP events with measureable >25 MeV protons observed by 1, 2, or 3 spacecraft between 2011 and the end of 2013, it is clear that cycle 24 is lagging behind in SEP production as compared to cycles 22 and 23. Figure 13 compares the integral GOES >10 MeV proton flux for cycles 22-24 as a function of day of the cycle. As of mid-April 2015, the deficit of energetic protons in cycle 24 compared to previous cycles was a factor of 4-5 [24] . The reduction is even stronger when the comparison is made for >100 MeV protons. Heavy ions are also affected, apparently in a manner governed by the element's ionic charge-to-mass ratio (Q/M). This can be seen in Figure 14 in which the fluences for C-Ni obtained at 10-30 MeV/nuc in cycle 24 are compared to those measured in cycle 23. The depletions are well organized by Q/M with Ni in cycle 24 being lower by over an order of magnitude. The specific cause of cycle 24's lack of particle production has not yet been determined, but likely candidates are the weaker magnetic field strength and the lower densities of suprathermal particles that are the seed population for SEPs (see [24] for more details).
Despite this weaker cycle, there have been a few significant SEP events. Probably the most notable was the 23 July 2012 event. The source of this event was west of the Sun-Earth line by 140°, located near disk center as viewed by STEREO-A. The emerging CME was so fast that it arrived at STEREO-A in less than 24 hours, with in-situ measured solar wind speeds >2000 km/s and magnetic field strengths of >100 nT, some of the largest values ever measured [25] . Estimates of the geomagnetic impact of such a disturbance, if it had been directed towards Earth instead of STEREO-A, range from the largest geomagnetic storm of the last 25 years to the largest ever recorded [26, 27] . Careful 3D modeling of the CME observations obtained by the two STEREO spacecraft and SOHO have allowed the speed, acceleration and evolution of the structure to be determined [28] . From this analysis it is clear that the CME exhibited surprisingly little deceleration on its way to 1 AU, most likely due to a preconditioning of the interplanetary medium resulting in unusually low solar wind densities. One possible cause of this was the launch of three successive CMEs over the preceding 4 days which combined to sweep out a large longitudinal section surrounding STEREO-A ( Figure 15 ).
Not surprisingly, such a fast CME drove a shock strong enough to accelerate a large number of SEPs. The time-intensity profile of the SEP event is shown in Figure 16 ; significant proton intensities at energies up to 100 MeV were observed. When the shock arrived at 1 AU, particle intensities at all energies increased simultaneously by factors of 3-20. At Earth, this SEP event was barely seen, with peak >25 MeV proton intensities more than two orders of magnitude below those observed by STEREO-A [21] . As such, the 23 July 2012 event does not appear on the NOAA list. However, had it been directed at Earth, rather than at STEREO-A, the SEP event would have been classified as Severe and ranked as the third largest recorded, behind only the events of March 1991 and October 1989 [29] .
At least one other Severe SEP event was observed in cycle 24, although again only by STEREO-A and missing Earth (and therefore not on NOAA's list). Since August 2014, the small angle between the Sun and the Earth as seen by STEREO-A resulted in unexpected, substantial heating of the high-gain antenna. To alleviate this, the spacecraft pointing has been altered such that communication is limited to using the side lobes of the antenna resulting in significantly reduced telemetry rates. During this time limited data is transmitted for a few hours each day. The uninterrupted data stream for the energetic particle detectors is currently being stored onboard and expectations are that the data will be downloaded once the spacecraft moves significantly around the Sun such that the main lobe of the antenna can be used once more. Unfortunately, the SEP event of 13 December 2014 occurred during this time of limited data transmission. Although the data gaps make it impossible to determine the true peak intensity of the event, it is clear that it was similar in magnitude to that of the 23 July 2012 event ( Figure 17 ). Determination of the actual peak intensity will have to wait until the full dataset is downloaded.
Without the observations being made by the STEREO spacecraft, it would have been erroneously believed that no Severe SEP events occurred (so far) in cycle 24. The Earth was lucky that the 23 July 2012 event did not occur a week earlier when the relevant active region was near 0° solar longitude. From the STEREO-A observations it is clear that even a cycle considered extremely weak in nearly every aspect (see, e.g., [31, 32] ) can produce SEP events of substantial space weather concern. The dotted lines mark the period in which increases in intensities were observed simultaneously at all energies, due to the arrival of the CME-driven shock at 1 AU. From [30] .
6.
Lessons Learned and New Puzzles With the current fleet of heliospheric missions, the ability to monitor the inner solar system has never been greater. In particular, the STEREO spacecraft allow the Sun and interplanetary space out to 1 AU to be monitored from multiple positions simultaneously, including regions not visible from a near-Earth vantage point. These multi-spacecraft observations have resulted in significant advancements in the studies of solar energetic particle events, particularly their acceleration and transport. Yet, as is often the case when a new capability is obtained or a new regime is explored, more questions than answers have emerged. Not all of them have been detailed here, but a few key ones have.
The ability to monitor the entire Sun, not just the hemisphere visible from Earth, allows the source regions of SEP events to be definitively identified while sophisticated modeling of the multi-spacecraft observations of the associated CMEs provides detailed information regarding the speed, extent, and evolution of these structures. The fraction of beyond-the-limb source regions for SEPs has been found to be ~30% for events producing >25 MeV protons. Source regions beyond view from Earth are a clear concern for space weather prediction and the assumption that far removed sources cannot produce a fast onset of SEPs at Earth has been shown to be incorrect. Additional observations of energetic electron and Additionally there appears to be a further, Q/M-related reduction of heavy ions in SEP events this cycle compared to cycle 23. It is likely that the reduced magnetic field and lower suprathermal particle densities are contributing factors, but a full explanation remains to be developed. Whether this has significant impacts on expectations of SEP production for upcoming cycles also remains to be seen.
The temptation to be complacent regarding the threat of severe space weather during such a weak cycle would appear to be supported by the near-Earth observations. However, with the STEREO spacecraft it has been made quite clear that mostly Earth has been lucky so far this cycle. At least two severe SEP events have been detected by STEREO-A, one accompanied by a very fast CME which, had it been directed towards Earth, might have created a geomagnetic storm of a severity not experienced for several decades.
The natural next regime of exploration for SEP events and their associated phenomena is the region within ~30 R S of the Sun. Currently the lack of in-situ measurements well inside 1 AU significantly hampers the understanding of particle acceleration and transport through this region. Fortunately, both the Solar Probe Plus and Solar Orbiter missions plan on exploring this area in the near future. The instrumentation on both spacecraft will produce measurements of solar wind, magnetic fields, and suprathermal and energetic particles which will hopefully lead to answering some of the existing questions regarding SEP acceleration and transport. Undoubtedly they will also reveal additional puzzles that will challenge many aspects of the current understanding; an exciting proposition.
